Kim has never slept in a barn, but rural Appalachia, doing what they can to help the poor residents of the community to alleviate the despair that pervades the region.

"I don't think his picture belongs there in the first place," Pal said. "It's for those who gave something back to the community. But obviously it's wrong to steal University property.

"It was a prank, probably something he advised him," Leavitt said. "So they took his portrait.

Wharton administration officials pictured guilty to six felony charges including conspiracy, securities fraud and tax violations. The portraits, selected by students and graduates, honor Wharton alumni who have benefited the community.

"It's a good opportunity for students to get in touch with a different part of the city," he said. "It is a completely different thing."

"I thought the UA reps did a dis- service to the student body and the status of security on campus. The plan will not go approved in time.

"The more arrests made, the less crimes occurring on the street and the more likely to try anything."

"I'm looking for the different side of the city," he said. "It is a different joke."

"I was surprised that crime has declined, at least in a near doubling in the number of police officers patrolling the University since 1988.

"The fact that we have more personnel has allowed for more effective crime fighting, and our more aggressive efforts, as a result of the Westmoreland case, have been paid off in terms of lower crime rates.
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“Fraternities gain 50 brothers through IFC’s spring rush

By KENNETH BARR

The spring rush rush period had ended by mid-January, but a number of fraternities are still recruiting new members. The fraternity rush period is the time when fraternities present their bids to members of the Interfraternity Council to gain new members. This year, the fraternities had to wait until mid-January to begin recruiting new members.

According to the Interfraternity Council, the rush period is a time when fraternities present their bids to members of the Interfraternity Council to gain new members. This year, the fraternities had to wait until mid-January to begin recruiting new members.

The fraternity rush period is a time when fraternities present their bids to members of the Interfraternity Council to gain new members. This year, the fraternities had to wait until mid-January to begin recruiting new members.
Heidnick still faces death penalty

Philadelphia for the torture slayings sentences imposed on Gary Heidnik of Pennsylvania employee reportedly former Hospital of the University of area prior to his arrest in 1987. The for six years.

On-campus crime drops seven percent

WOMEN’S CENTER DI LAPI told the Daily Pennsylvanian last week that the number of rapes on campus are falling. Commissioner Kuprevich also noted that the report does not re两年前 those statistics are being calculated. Commissioner Kuprevich also noted that the report does not re two counts of first degree murder, two counts of voluntary deviate sexual intercourse.

Win some, lose some

In the 1950s a war was being fought in the U.S. A committee of Congress was charged with the objective of trying to create a community awareness of the threat of sexual crimes and to develop a code of conduct that would protect the public. They were not able to respond timely to the rising number of cases. Studies Together Against Acquaintance Rape Coordinator Erica Kuprevich said "And those statistics don't mean they didn't happen." Dilapi said that the public is not aware of the extent of the problem.

Robert P. Casey to go ahead with the death warrant.

"The reports do not make acquaintance rape into an issue at all," Kuprevich said. "And those statistics don't mean that they didn't happen." Dilapi said that the public is not aware of the extent of the problem.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court Thursday rejected the death defence brought by Gary Heidnik of Pennsylvania for the torture slayings sentences imposed on Gary Heidnik of Pennsylvania employee reportedly former Hospital of the University of area prior to his arrest in 1987. The for six years.

The University of Pennsylvania Music Department presents INTIMATE BAROQUE

The prosecution prevailed with a motion that included evidence from a photo of a woman posing with a gun.

Kuprevich said "And those statistics don't mean they didn't happen." Dilapi said that the public is not aware of the extent of the problem.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court Thursday rejected the death defence brought by Gary Heidnik of Pennsylvania for the torture slayings sentences imposed on Gary Heidnik of Pennsylvania employee reportedly former Hospital of the University of area prior to his arrest in 1987. The for six years.

"We conclude that the sentences of death imposed upon appellant are neither excessive nor disproportionate to the penalty imposed in similar cases, considering the circumstances of the crime and the record of the accused," said Justice Rolf Larsen in the court’s opinion. Pennsylvania law requires automatic review by the Supreme Court in the case of murder in the first degree.
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The Constitution Vote

Below is the Undergraduate Assembly roll call vote on whether to include the newly proposed constitution as a referendum on the spring ballot. For the constitution to appear on the spring ballot, a majority of the entire assembly must have approved it by a two-thirds majority of the entire assembly.

- Voted to put the constitution on the ballot
- Voted not to put the constitution on the ballot
- Not present at vote
- Not voting
- Present at majority of votes

(D) Delegate to constitutional conventions

- Duchess Harris (D) •
- Mike Feinberg (D) •
- Laura Berent
- Craig York
- Alison Bieber (D) •
- Dan Binger (UC Blooming riv)
- Darren D'apulpa (D)
- Beth Acta
- Jennifer Berent
- Maria Bora
- Brian Bora
- David Chun
- Toby Dang
- Jeremy Farkas
- Brandon Fitzgerald

- Jeremy Selwyn and Drew Zoller/Daily Pennsylvanian

New student gov’t plan will not go on spring ballot

They also look for the new constitution to go on the ballot, but they also see that it wasn’t a good working constitution. They would also like to see the new constitution on the ballot.

Variant: The following text is in the style of a newspaper article:

Woodland Presbyterian Church

401 S. 42ND STREET • PHILADELPHIA

SUNDAY, MARCH 10, 1991

9:30 A.M. — SUNDAY SCHOOL AND YOUNG ADULT GROUP (Nursery provided)

11:00 A.M. — MORNING WORSHIP (Nursery provided)

6:30 P.M. — R. C. SPROUL VIDEO SERIES

We invite you to all the services and will always give you a warm welcome.

Offer Valid
March 11 - March 23, 1991

The Book Store
University of Pennsylvania

3729 Locust Walk
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6212
(215) 898-7595

Photo Dept. - (215) 898-4300

RUN FOR THE UNDERGRADUATE ASSEMBLY

CANDIDATE PACKETS and FAIR PRACTICE CODES available in the NEC/UA Office (Houston Hall Rm. 112) at the following times:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tues., March 19</th>
<th>Wed., March 20</th>
<th>Thurs., March 21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11- 4 PM</td>
<td>12 - 4 PM</td>
<td>12 - 5 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Petitions for candidacy due in the NEC/UA Office on March 21 at 5 PM

For more info call Marcus Causey at 573-7854 or Tanya Young at 387-903
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A panel of University professors including Anthropology Professor Brian Spooner (far left), gives a detailed examination of U.S. foreign policy and balance of power at a radio broadcasted discussion at the Annenberg Center.
What's Next For The UA?

During her tenure, Undergraduate Assembly Chairperson Debra Harris has accomplished more in her first year than any former UA chairperson has done. Her successes include founding Penn News and Electronic Mail, improving representation and communication for student groups for a constitutional convention to reform student government, and helping to ensure that the University remains working to improve the visibility and effectiveness of the UA.

The new UA constitutional convention, Harris worked to come up with concrete proposals that might improve representation and increase the power of the undergraduate students in administrative decisions. After it was decided to hold a constitutional convention when it looked like the convention delegates might not have the responsibilities by defaulting on their decision until next year, Harris pushed the process forward and got the convention to release a new written constitution in time for it to be placed on the spring ballot for a vote.

In their candidates' statements, UA representatives have continually speculated about what they will do if they are elected to the UA. Almost as many women as men have proposed ideas for effective use of electronic mail, but only men have proposed bills for a new constitution. While many women have proposed bills for a new constitution, most men, especially those who have recently graduated from Wharton or the Wharton School of Business, think such a step is unnecessary.

But that doesn't mean that most women, especially those who desire to become involved with the UA or the Association for Women Graduates, feel that the new constitution should have been adopted — it just means that they are disappointed with the process. The debate at the convention sessions, according to Allison Bieber, was for the student body to decide.

If you're in SEAS, you've automatized your life. In their candidates' statements, Suitable candidates for the UA have told us. I know that there are a lot of students who have heard the gospel. As a UA representative, I expect to put in the time and effort to do it.

In the future, I expect to put in the time and effort to do it.

What's Next For The UA?

The new UA constitution is not the first time I ever worked engineering students. I was sitting in a computer room on the top of this building, typing messages onto the top of his source. I found out was the first time I ever envied Engineering students. I was sitting in a computer room on the top of this building, typing messages onto the top of his source. I found out was the first time I ever envied Engineering students.
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JERUSALEM - Israel will not be pressured into agreeing to peace talks with the Palestine Liberation Organization, Foreign Minister David Levy said yesterday after meeting EC ministers for talks on Middle East peace.

In an address to the weekly Cabinet meeting, Mr. Levy said that the PLO could not be considered a political entity and that the EC's Peace Initiative, which involved a meeting under Red Cross auspices, could not work.

"If the PLO is considering political change ... then maybe a meeting under Red Cross auspices could work," Mr. Levy said. But he added that, pending the EC's decision, the Jewish state would not be "pressed into a trap he's been trying to avoid for so long."

Mr. Levy referred to UN Security Council resolutions 242 and 338, which call on Israel to withdraw from territory occupied in the 1967 Middle East war is exchange for security guarantees.

Mr. Levy rejected pressure to adhere to these resolutions. He said a scheduled anniversary rally to be held this weekend in the wake of the Gulf War crisis would push these points.

Along with the former European Community foreign ministers - Jacques Pauw of Luxembourg, Hans van den Broek of Holland and Dennis McEwen of Britain - the Foreign Minister turned to the debate about the Middle East in the post-war era.

Mr. Levy said that the EC's Peace Initiative, which involved a meeting under Red Cross auspices, could not work.

"If the PLO is considering political change ... then maybe a meeting under Red Cross auspices could work," Mr. Levy said.
G. W. Mix leads Men's Lacrosse into new era, new hopes for Ivy League title
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Louisville 83. No.22 Southern Miss 76.
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**Sports**

**M. Lax looks for successful Mix in 1991**

By GABE TUNS

Claro Olmen/OP Staff Photographer

First-year head coach G. W. Mix (center) advises his Men's Lacrosse team during a practice at Franklin Field yesterday. Mix, who will take over for Tony Seaman, who left to take the Johns Hopkins post after the Quakers went 6-7 last season. Mix is a 1982 Penn graduate and former assistant coach with the Quakers.

La Gorce fashions No. 1 seed at Junior Nationals

By RACHEL CYTRON

La Gorce has gone as far as the finals in the last two seasons, only to be dismissed from garnering the junior title. This year's championship could very well be the biggest of La Gorce's career. La Gorce is looking for total domination at the junior championships.

La Gorce has been in a dominant position in recent years. Last year, La Gorce dominated the junior championships, winning both the singles and doubles titles. La Gorce is looking to continue this dominance this year, and they have the talent and experience to do so.

Interestingly enough, the competitive spirit has been a key factor in La Gorce's success. La Gorce's top seed, a three-time All-Ivy selection, and a second seed All-American last year, did not compete in Regionals due to a scheduling conflict with the U.S. National team. The third seed All-American, who missed the regional championship due to a scheduling conflict, is expected to improve considerably.

However, for the ope team, things look very bleak. "It's unrealistic to think they're going to win it," said a source. "They have a chance of making it to the semifinals, but that's about it."

"But this goal may not be enough for La Gorce," the source added. "They need to win the junior championships to have a chance of progressing to the senior championships.

La Gorce's personality has made her team a favorite of off-the-court attraction as well as her attitude towards squash.
"Everyone was shocked," said captain Bryan Price. "She was so confident about her ability and her talent. It was very impressive by her vibrant color, as well as her vibrant personality.

La Gorce's personal success has made her team a favorite of off-the-court attraction as well as her attitude towards squash.

"This is the year that La Gorce's most likely to make it to the senior championships," said a source. "She has the talent and experience to do so."

"But this goal may not be enough for La Gorce," the source added. "They need to win the junior championships to have a chance of progressing to the senior championships.
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"This is the year that La Gorce's most likely to make it to the senior championships," said a source. "She has the talent and experience to do so."

"But this goal may not be enough for La Gorce," the source added. "They need to win the junior championships to have a chance of progressing to the senior championships.

La Gorce's personality has made her team a favorite of off-the-court attraction as well as her attitude towards squash.

"This is the year that La Gorge is the star performer of the show, not in the junior championships, but in the senior championships."